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PS:  People need to be aware that  MC and data are different. This should be figured somehow in the requirements.
Visualization and being able to manipulate event data within the displayis important.
RK:  can ICARUS visualization animate the reconstruction? Ie, can it show how the reconstruction proceeds? No. 
OP noted that there is a modified LArSoft display that does the same thing as the ICARUS display. Used for ArgoNeuT analysis. Andrzej Szelc was the developer. It’s a private version of the LArSoft event display. Private for historical reasons, but no reason now. Should evolve what we need starting from this.

All want to see a demo of Qscan (or LArSoft display). RK also want to understand graphics technology. Looking to acquire something for Mu2e.
RP will ask the ICARUS people at the workshop to set up a Qscan demo. OP noted we can demo the ArgoNeuT display. 

AF:  mentioned changes in technology. Deep learning. Can train an AI based on what people are doing, and it will learn. This is something on the horizon computing wise. The point with visualization is not just debugging and hand scanning, but also for training for NN, etc

One issues with NN is that it’s hard to train large networks. The problem is figuring out what to give the NN to learn. Have now solved this problem. Described  examples of how large networks (~10^9 neurons) were able to learn feature abstraction without any explicit specification of the problem, and without the training regimen we commonly associate with NNs. In the example cases, the networks quickly learn to be competitive with human capabilities. Could imagine using this for pattern recognition that could replicate human abilities. We need to be able to do the R&D to look into this. Could be relevant on the time scale of DUNE. 

RK:  somewhere in the requirements should be “capture the knowledge of ICARUS"
OP:  have discussed this in SBN. Plan is to import algorithms into LArSoft. Then run ICARUS algorithms on ArgoNeuT and uBooNE, and LArSoft on ICARUS data. Some of the import work has begun. Problem is that officially ICARUS has still not decided to adopt ICARUS.

AF:  if we’re going to encapsulate a reconstruction algorithm, then want to be able to have the components of the that algorithm available, and to be able to swap in bits and pieces.
ES:  in architecture work, we speak in terms of common interfaces for discrete, identifiable steps in algorithms so that those components become interchangeable. Need to understand the granularity at which this needs to be done. Can make a mistake in both directions.

AF:  we should identify best practices for thread safety and parallelism, and incorporate this into documentation and guidelines, and for all newly developed code.

May need completely different design for LArSoft successor, e.g.: to use GPUs effectively, might need to parallelize multiple simultaneous events, e.g., to do FFTs on GPUs. Expect that the architecture might need a radical change at some point in the  not too distant future, say 5 years. Need to be able to do the R&D in order to be ready for this transition. Add this to the use cases in a general way. Add sub-bullets for various examples.

The parallelism falls under the category of “concurrency”. Many forms of this.
Discussed ways in which the gains of parallelism might not always be realized. Mostly  due to memory bandwidth. There is a new standard coming out that will address this problem, but the point is that we need to be careful to specify problems that lend themselves to realizing gains from parallelism. Believe many of the problems in LArTPC reconstruction are well suited to this — the regularity of the data, images really; the uniformity of the medium; very clean.

Data volume estimates:  difficult. Need to take into account the time profile of data volume. The LArTPC requirement is that we need to be able to handle wide variations in the data size, from very large, to highly compressed. Speaks to handling multiple data representations? And to be able to compare results across all of these. Also understand the computing performance. (CPU, memory). Measure and record this, and project to future scales. Need input from experiments for this.

Simulation needs to fully reproduce the DAQ filtering / triggering

Workflows, scientific and development. Need to collect workflows from experiments.

Representation of geometry and electric fields (and 3D maps in general) may be challenging on the scale of DUNE. Need to be able to do this efficiently. Includes photon transport maps also.

The “human interactions” part:  intended to mean how you interact with the visualization to alter events, re-run reconstruction, include the provenance of that interaction etc.

AF:  believe we should make graphics accessible using a browser. Discussion of doing graphics across the network. Claimed that this is now possible. Do the rendering locally. All browsers support OpenGL, so can basically do anything, including running games. This would imply that the reconstruction is a web server (??).
So the requirement here is that we be able to support 3D graphics on browsers. This makes it accessible on all devices. WebGL is an example technology.

External packages that we use. Configuration usually also in external files. Want to be able to configure those within the configuration file for the offline software. This implies an extension to the configuration language available to many frameworks. Long discussion on python vs fhicl. Discussed trade-offs. Consensus seemed to be that the balance of the trade-off should be the decision of the experiments, not the framework designers. Want to be able to write a LArTPC configuration file that can re-configure any external packages used (e.g., generators, simulation), as well as the reconstruction program.  (ATLAS allows this.) Also want the configuration to be calculable as well, e.g., as would be possible, for instance, if using python as configuration language.

Organizational issues? Discussed reconstruction group within SCD. How does that fit into the scheme of things. AF wants LArSoft to be able to take ownership of software components. RP suggested instead that we need well defined and transparent mechanisms for managing transition of support for software components (e.g., Gauss hit finding). More generally, need a mechanism and a body that can make decisions, in analogy with the OSG Executive Team. AF suggested that in order to participate in LArSoft you should be willing to contribute some effort to the project. RP noted that we have tried this in the past, e.g. “librarians”, but that gained no traction. AF also wants to be able to track effort by author so that he can report to funding agencies.

RP noted that the first FIFE newsletter was just released. Want to do a LArSoft one. 

The requirement here is that there be a body that can make decisions, to take and coordinate contributions of effort, and do work, all directed at common project objectives.

When asking for contributions from experiments, need to be aware of whether they are trained. In cases where they are not trained, it can be a loss. Need to be able to capture any investments in bringing contributed effort up to speed.

Automated data quality monitoring. Nightly validation is similar to this. 


